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Sharing my visit to Engelberg, Switzerland with Academia Engelberg team and the Aiducation 

International team, I wish to say that academia Engelberg was a very interesting life time experience. 

 

As I sat in the plane for my very first time, i was first nervous about the whole journey to Switzerland 

having endless questions running in my i d. “What is really expected of me? What am I going to 

find in the conference? Do I have the same kind of knowledge as the rest of the young scientists? Of 

cause no one could give the answers of these questions except by me after arriving in Engelberg. I 

had a lot of expectations, being ready to be challenged and to learn more about the subject of food 

security and the potentials solutions I will be able to gather so as to make a better Kenya as a young 

scientist. 

 

I arrived in Engelberg on October 13th 2014 full of energy and dedication to learn more and getting 

to know various scientists across the world. During my stay in Engelberg, I had a room reserved for 

me in the Hotel Schweizerhof which to me was the best hotel I had ever visited in my life. We had a 

dinner that evening with other young scientists in Hotel Bellevue where I got a chance to interact 

with some of the young scientists from Sweden, Greece Zürich, Bern, USA just to mention a few. 

 

On October 14th at Herrenhaus Grafenort, was the beginning of our workshop for young scientists 

where we took a train from Engelberg. This was amazing because we met some young scientists who 

had arrived that morning from other places for the workshop. The speech was done by Mr. Bernd 

Wilke from Swiss Re who gave a general view of food security in Switzerland and other parts of the 

world as well. What caught my attention is that no European country is self-sufficient in terms of 

food. Something that we Kenyans usually think that "European countries have everything, they do 

not lack because they are self-sufficient" this is totally untrue because from what I learnt was that 

yes the European countries have the potential to be self-sufficient but none is self-sufficient up to 

now. Not only the European countries but also African countries have the same potential Kenya 

being one of them. The major problem is that these potentials are not exploited in the right ways 

probably due to other peoples self-interest gain. We also had discussions during the workshop 

during which we had several case studies being discussed based on the three pillars of food security 



 

that is: accessibility, consumption and availability. Among the countries that we conducted the case 

studies were Russia, Pakistan, India and Ethiopia. 

 

The academia Engelberg conference was officially opened on 15th October 2014 with opening 

remarks from Dr Hans Groth, the president of the foundation. He gave his views as to why food 

security matters, the critical success factors needed to manage food security and finally the role 

played by youth in development. The first day reflected the practical side of the topic as various 

corporations presented their approach towards the manifold challenges. There are there key things i 

learnt regarding the topics discussed on the first day: 

 Hunger is not a problem of producing enough food it is; poverty, war displacement, unstable 

markets and lack of investment in agriculture 

 Food security requires a sustainable value chain in agriculture, logistics, consumption, processing 

and manufacturing 

 We need to bring new thinking and new approaches to sustainability in order to solve old 

problems 

 

The following day stood in the name of science and especially learnt were that:  

 Sustainable bio diverse agriculture and food systems are key for sustainable development 

 Food se urity a d utritio  has e o e a pressi g glo al issue here 5% of the orld’s 
population is anemic; hence we should practice food fortification 

 Integrated soil fertility management leads to increase in knowledge and knowhow of people 

 

On the Titlis Mountain in the evening, it was a kind of its own special experience going to a height of 

0 0  a o e sea le el. Further ore usi g the orld’s first re ol i g a le car taking us to the 

highest excursion glacier peak in central Switzerland. Of course not forgetting the fondue chinoise 

with the sweet home made sauces huh! 

 

The program of the final day was quite short and the topics covered were focusing on Swiss trade 

and investment policies for more food security, global demand and production of livestock based 

products, hunger and abundance- the divided world of nutrition and finally advancing food security 

in face of a changing climate. From all these interesting topics I learnt that: 

 There is need for the world to remove anti small farm policy biases and allow competitive farmers 

to feed the world efficiently including poor consumers 

 Livestock production produces around 7.1 billion tons of carbon dioxide every year. Hence we 

should minimize on livestock products because of the environmental pollution due to the high 

amounts of carbon dioxide produced 

 Sustainable development is more important than climate change today. 

 

Lastly I give my gratitude to the Academia Engelberg committee for making it possible for me to 

attend the conference and to help me get experiences being inspired and having learnt a lot that will 

help me improve the situation in my country and making a better Kenya as a whole. I got 

furthermore the chance to connect with global leaders and young scientists tackling the challenges 

of food security and as an environmental scientist I got many inputs to make a difference.  

 

Thank you so much. I am now personally empowered to change Kenya and make it a better place. 

The conference really impacted on my life and I am for sure a changed person not the same way I 

came to Switzerland sharing my learnings not only with my fellow students but with my entire 

country. 
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